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Exchange of Prisoners

(all Italics mine. RJB)

1. Background

a. Letter of 26 October 1963 from Prime Minister Bitar in response

to Secretary-General's message to him of 18 October, in which Secretary-

General appealed strongly for exchange of all prisoners, including the 3

Israeli boatmen.

b. In Bitar letter of 26 October following points were ma.de:

(1) Established willingness of Syria to cooperate with IMTSO

and to respond to Secretary-Generalrs appeals.

(2) Syrian Government has sought in vain since 1950 for release

by Israel of the 51 prisoners, of whom 50 Israel asserts there

is no knowledge, and one remains in custody.

(3) In addition to these 51, Israel has "captured or abducted 15
IP

Syrian nationals"who are being held in Israel.

(k) Letter of 27 August quoted: "We believe that a general solution

should be found to the problem of prisoners, whether Syrian or

Israeli".

(5) Latest letter states: "I note wLth satisfaction your approval of

this position, and consequently believe that the best solution

lies in a complete settlement of this problem at one time. If

for the present, and in reply to your appeal we were to overlook

the 50 Syrian nationals whose very existence Israel denies, the

Israeli authorities have in their custody 15 Syrian nationals,

and we have in our custody 11 Israeli nationals. We propose

that the Chief of UNTSO be requested to work without delay for
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a total exchange of these prisoners'. In this way we would

avoid any further complications which might arise should this

problem be settled by stages as Your Excellency suggests.

Furthermore we will "be acting in conformity with the decisions

of the Security Council and in line with the human considerations

which constitute a legitimate motive in this regard".

(Latter two sentences are very encouraging, and Prime

Minister reacted to Secretary-General's suggestion of a

staged exchange over a fortnight as it was hoped he would).

2. Problem then: was one of clarifying basis for the new figures of

15 for 11.

a. The figure of 11 Israelis was clear - the 8 plus the 3 boaters.

b. We asked Chief of Staff of TJNTSO to seek clarification on exact

identity of the 15 Syrian nationals.

c. 50 of the 51 were dropped. The one of the 51 being demanded is

Doughangi, who is in jail in Israel. He had been included by Israel in

its list of 10 presented in response to Syria1s listing of 8 detained

Israelis - the original ten for eight proposal. Subsequently, Israel

withdrew Doughangi from the list on ground that he should not be returned

against his will.

(l) Syria finally agreed to make the exchange on a 9 for 8 basis.

(Doughangi could be taken to exchange point and permitted

to make his choice in presence of UN)
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d. It now appears that the 15 Syrian nationals are the following: the

5 of the Mourad crews El Doughangij the remaining four involved in the 10

for 8 and 9 for 8 proposals- the remaining 5 being 3 infiltrators from

Lebanon caught in Israel on 11 October near Mazra village, and two who

had been apprehended in Israel in 1959 an|3- are now serving prison sentences

for espionage. The names of all of these 5 are known to Mr. Kidron.

3. Since the Bitar proposal of 15 for 11, of course, the four Syrian

members of the St. Helarion crew have been detained and this obviously adds

a complication.

4. Since all of the 15 Syrians are now identified, the exchange should

now be agreed upon on the basis of the 11 Israelis (which include the 3

boaters) for the 19 Syrians - that is, the 15 plus the 4 of the St.Helarion

crew. Action should proceed on this quickly before the chance is lost

through new complications. UNTSO can proceed without delay.

7 November 1963



ISRAEL

,1 EAST 70TH STREET

DELEGATION OF ISRAEL C"Vr TRAFALGAR 9-76OO

TO THE UNITED NATIONS ^

li Hoveaber 1963,

My dear

J am glad to inform you that the Foreign
Minister, Mrs. Meir, has now received authorization from the Govern-
ment to agree to the exchange of prisoners between Syria and Israel on
the basis put forward by you at our meeting with you and Dr, Bunehe
last Thursday, 7 Hovemfeer.

ft is &m understanding that -

(a) The Syrians will release eleven Israelis , that is , the eight prisoners
whose names appear on the list previously submitted by them to UNTSQ,
together with the young man and two girls who were kidnapped at Lake

QIJ 13 July;

(b) We/ for our patt, agree to release nineteen prisoners — the five
seamen from the "Murad", the four other individual eases held by us, the
" deserter" living1 in Israel, the four seamen from the Saint Hil^rion* the
two former Palestinian infiltrators from Lebanon who were sentenced in IS 53,
and the three former Palestinian infiltrators from lebaaon who were

last raonth/ and are now awaiting trial*

(e) All these persons will be brought at the same time to an exchange
|>oint on the border and each o£ them will declare in the presence of
nations representatives whether he wishes to be repatriated or not. None
of theia will be repatriated against his will,

I should draw attention to the existence of att
Israei*t.ebaiJ6s0 agreement providing for the return of persons who may have

the border in either direction. Should the Lebanese raise any
in future about the return to Syria of the five former Palestinians

who war© apparently residents of iQbanoa, and who infiltrated into Israel
across the Lebanese border* we assume it will be explained to them that
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this"Was done in response to the Secretary-General's appeal, in co-operation
with the United nations authorities, and in accordance with the declarations
of the individuals concerned.

We hope that the actual exchange will now be
effected on the spot as quickly as possible* in order to forestall any further
complications.

As Mrs. Mejr mentioned at our meeting, we are very
much disturbed over the fate of at least ten more Israelis who have been
languishing in Syrian jails, most of them for many years „ We take note of
the assurance given by you and Dr. Bunch® that efforts will be continued
to trace these persons and get them returned.

Mrs, Meir has asked me once more to convey to you,
as well as to Dr. Bunohe and to General Bull and his staff, her heartfelt
appreciation for the personal and humane interest taken in this matter, and
the efforts that have been made to procure the release of innocent parsons.

Sincerely,

Michael Oomay
Permanent Representative

His EnaseUency tl Hhant,
the Secsf^taiytSeneral t
fhe tJnited Nations,
New Yosrk, N»¥.
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Bear Mr. Comay,

The Secretary-General has asked me to acknowledge receipt of

your letter to him of U November 1963> conveying the information that

authorisation has been received from the Government of Israel to agree

to the exchange of prisoners betî een Syria and Israel on the basis put

forward by the Secretary-General at his meeting mth Mrs. Meir and you

on 7 November.

As you know, instructions were immediately given by the Secretary-
General to the Chief of Staff in Jerusalem to proceed without delay with

arrangements for the exchange.

I note in paragraph (c) of your letter a statement of your under-

standing to the effect that each of the prisoners "will declare in the

presence of a United Nations representative whether he wishes to be

repatriated or not". As indicated tb you in the meeting on 7 November,

we are firmly eomaitted to the principle of no forced repatriation and
if any prisoner indicatess on his owi initiative, an urodUingness to be

repatriated his wish would be respected. ¥e do not go so far, however,

as your statement suggests, that is to require each prisoner to make a
declaration to us whether he wishes to be repatriated or not. We feel

His Excellency
Mr. Michael S. Coraay
Permanent Representative of Israel
to the United Nations

11 East 70th Street
New York 21, N.Y.
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that all requirements are met if each prisoner has the opportunity to

declare to the United Hations representatives his unwillingness to be
repatriated and it is on this basis that the Chief of Staff has been
instructed to proceed with the exchange*

Tours sincerely,

Ralph J. Bunche
Under-Seeretasy
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SECRETARY GENERAL UNITED NATION NEW YORK

HRS>3 MOST IMMEDIATE 222130

GENERAL BULL HAS NO DOUBT REPORTED TO YOU THAT THE LONG AWAITED

PRISONER EXCHANGE WITH SYRIA FINALLY TOOK PLACE ON SATURDAY

I AM SURE THAT YOU MUST BE AS RELIEVED AS I AM THAT THIS STAGE

IS NOW PASSED .

•n /r̂ ~

^

{PAGE

ON BEHALF OF' -THE. GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLE OF
ISRAEL THE FAMILIES OF THE ELEVEN ISRAELIS WHO WERE RELEASED
AND ON MY 0¥N BEHALF WISH EXPRESS TO YOU .

PERSONALLY TO RALPH BUNCHE GENERAL BULL AND COLONEL WILKINSON

AND THEIR STAFF FOR THE UNTIRING EFFORTS MADE TO '
c:

{PAGE 3>

EFFECT THE BELIVERENCE OF THESE UNFORTUNATE PEOPLE

GOLDA HEIR

MINISTER FOR F O R E I G N AFFAIRS OF ISRAEL
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lit connection with the Israel -Syrian
of prisoners on Saturday, 21 DedeasJbar 19S3, I have been requested to inform
you that the Foreign Minister, Mrs, Meir, feats aent 'a .message to the
President of the International Committee of the fted Cross in Geneva, asking
him to nominate a doctor td examine and report an the condition of eight of
the eleven Israel returnees, who had been detained in Syrian gao's for a
'panber of years, these men were found to b® in a state of physical distress
and nrtental and eaiotional disorder, at a result of the inhuman conditions

which they were kept, aid the torture and abuses to which they were

"5** o^y retM««)e4 d«taiK0es still in a
were th© tlsre* who had been kidnapipud at Lake Tiberias aa
although tiity too h&dl bean beaten and ill-treated in prison.
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Sincerely,

' Michael Camay '
Permanwut Representative
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